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Abstract 
The success of information system development projects is critically dependent on arriving at a shared 

understanding of the desired outcome by all project stakeholders. To communicate such understanding 

among stakeholders, development artifacts such as design specifications, prototypes, and user stories are 

created. This paper presents a new project management tool to measure and ensure common 

understanding of such development artifacts. The method is based on Peirce’s theory of semiotics and 

Mayer’s theory of learning. The application of the method is demonstrated using a brief example. 
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Introduction 
 

 

System development projects commonly involve multiple stakeholder groups. Typically, users and developers form the main 

groups. Communication among project participants takes place by means of, or is supported by, various system development 

artifacts (Kung and Solvberg, 1986). In traditional, well structured development approaches such as the waterfall model and 

the Unified Process (Hunt, 2000), these artifacts may be formal or informal models of the problem domain or software 

system. In agile methodologies (Beck, 2000), the development artifacts may be user stories, and in rapid application 

development approaches, they may be prototypes. 

These development artifacts may serve different communicative purposes. For example, a conceptual domain model is used 

to convey understanding of the problem domain between users and developers (Kung and Solvberg, 1986). User stories are 

used to convey and confirm understanding of the expected functionality of the final software system between users and 

developers (Beck, 2000). In all cases, mutual understanding of these different aspects by all participating stakeholders is 

necessary for the success of information system development (Iscoe et al., 1991; Jackson, 1995; Offen, 2002). 

For example, given a user story in eXtreme Programming, both the developers and the users should have the same 

understanding of what this user story implies for the final system, in order for the development effort to be successful. 

Similarly, a conceptual model in system analysis should convey the same understanding to the developers and the users or 

other stakeholders. Hence, during the lifetime of a development project, users and developers have to continuously check and 

revise their understanding of the problem domain, or their expectation of the system’s capabilities, in order for their 
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understanding to con.erge. 

In this paper 3e present a method of measuring mutual understanding among different groups of system de.elopment 

stakeholders9 based on a de.elopment artifact. We also sho3 ho3 this understanding can be assessed o.er time and can 

inform specific changes to the de.elopment artifact in order to impro.e mutual understanding. This method is intended as a 

tool for project management in the early stages of IS de.elopment projects. ?ere9 mixed audiences 3ith different le.els of 

expertise and experience9 are brought together to agree on IS de.elopment artifacts.  

The proposal presented here is the initial proposal in a larger research program. While this paper sho3s the applicability of 

the proposed method using a single case and a specific type of de.elopment artifact (BML class diagrams)9 future research 

3ill examine other types of design artifacts9 a realistic project siFe and timeGline9 and assess the specific benefits of the 

proposal. 

The remainder of the paper is structured as follo3s. In the next secion 3e briefly highlight rele.ant literature on 

understanding of de.elopment in artifacts in system de.elopment. This is follo3ed by the theoretical foundation for our 

3ork. We then present our method for measuring and impro.ing mutual understanding of a de.elopment artifact. Follo3ing 

this9 3e gi.e an example application of this method. We conclude the paper 3ith a discussion and outlook to future 3ork. 

 

 

 

Previous Work 
 

 

Bnderstanding of conceptual models has been examined to a great extent in the context of information system analysis. In 

this context9 the artifacts are used for fostering understanding and communication (Kung and Sol.berg9 1KL6). Mylopoulos 

emphasiFes the importance of mutual understanding 3hen he states that NThe adequacy of a conceptual modelling notation 

rests on its contribution to the construction of models of reality that promote a common understanding of that reality among 

their human usersP (Mylopoulos9 1KK29 emphasis added). 

Mutual understanding has been sho3n to be an important factor in reducing risks to system implementation (Rffen9 2002) by 

facilitating requirements engineering and elicitation (Iscoe et al.9 1KK1T Uackson9 1KK5) and by reducing costly re3ork later in 

the de.elopment process (Woehm9 1KLL). Lind and Zmud (1KK1) sho3ed that a con.ergence in understanding bet3een 

technology pro.iders and users promotes organiFational inno.ati.eness. Yesearch on understanding of de.elopment artifacts 

has examined the understanding con.eyed through data flo3 diagrams (?ungerford et al.9 2004)9 the effects of the siFe of the 

artifact on understanding (Wajaj9 2004)9 the effect of different modelling options on understanding (Wodart et al.9 2001)9 

cogniti.e integration of multiple de.elopment artifacts (Kim et al.9 2000T Parsons9 2002)9 and other human factors (Topi and 

Yamesh9 2002). Most of these studies ha.e examined understanding of conceptual models9 such as BML and \Y diagrams9 

during system analysis. 

In the research on understanding of de.elopment artifacts9 the 3ork by Gemino on operationaliFing the concept of 

understanding has been of particular importance (Gemino9 1KKKT Gemino and Wand9 20019 20039 2005). Gemino_s 3ork 

builds on 3ork in educational psychology by Mayer (1KLK). Mayer_s theory of learning proposes that understanding is the 

outcome of a learning process9 and is distinct from comprehension9 3hich is the outcome of the memoriFation process 

(Mayer9 1KLK). Consequently9 understanding is demonstrated not by recall from memory9 but by application of kno3ledge to 

problems beyond those used for training. ?ence9 Gemino suggests that understanding can be measured by examining 

problem sol.ing performance9 rather than comprehension performance (Gemino9 1KKK). For example9 \.ermann and Wand 

(\.ermann and Wand9 2006) use fi.e problem sol.ing questions to determine understanding of a BML class diagram. In fact9 

comprehension or recall from memory ha.e been sho3n to be distinct from problem sol.ing in all studies that employed 

Gemino_s operationaliFation of understanding (Wodart et al.9 2001T WurtonGUones and Meso9 2002T \.ermann and Wand9 

2006T Gemino and Wand9 20019 20039 2005). 

 

 

 

Theoretical Foundation 
 

 

As discussed in the introduction9 soft3are de.elopment is an imperfect process 3hose success relies hea.ily on the mutual 

understanding of the .arious stakeholders in.ol.ed. Mutual understanding bet3een stakeholders is generally not present at 

the start of the project. \.ery stakeholder group may be proficient in a different domain9 i.e. the users in their domain and the 

de.elopers in de.eloping computer systems. Due to the different backgrounds of the stakeholders9 and their different 

proficiencies9 there 3ill ine.itably be mismatches in the 3ay they interpret .arious artifacts. De.elopers 3ho are trained to 

de.elop and understand object models created during the de.elopment process can not expect their users9 3ith no soft3are 
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wor$ t'at lend t'emselves to e0tension2 First4 5rior wor$ o5erationali6ed understanding as uni-dimensional2 :t was quantified 

in a single4 scalar4 number2 ?econd4 t'e understanding was assessed against an assumed correct standard4 based on t'e 

researc'er@s understanding and validated against secondarA e05erts2 B'e following subsections describe our e0tensions of 

t'ese two as5ects2 
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First4 we e0tend t'e dimensionalitA of t'e understanding construct2 Crevious wor$ Dreviewed aboveE used multi5le 5roblem 

solving questions4 t'e scores on t'ose questions were averaged or summed to form a uni-dimensional measure e05ressing t'e 

a%ount of understanding2 For e0am5le4 Fvermann and Gand DFvermann and Gand4 HIIJE use five 5roblem solving 

questions to determine understanding of a KLM class diagram2 For t'eir furt'er analAsis4 t'eA use average scores2  

G'ile we are interested in t'e a%ount of understanding conveAed bA a develo5ment artifact DquantitAE4 we are also interested 

in t'e t:-e of understanding conveAed bA a develo5ment artifact DqualitAE2 B'us4 we understand eac' question as a unique 

dimension of understanding4 in effect leading us to c'aracteri6e understanding as a vector in an n-dimensional understanding 

s5ace2 Figure H s'ows suc' an understanding vector in an e0am5le 3-dimensional understanding s5ace4 s5anned bA t'e 

e0am5le dimensions of functionalitA4 data content4 and securitA2 

Ge em5'asi6e t'at t'e dimensions of understanding de5end on t'e 5ur5ose of t'e develo5ment artifact2 For e0am5le4 user 

stories in e0treme 5rogramming are intended to conveA functionalitA of t'e final artifact4 w'ile KLM sequence diagrams maA 

be used to conveA information about t'e real-time be'aviour of a 5articular met'od im5lementation2 OonsequentlA4 different 

dimensions of understanding are necessarA2 
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?econd4 rat'er t'an com5aring t'e understanding of a grou5 of develo5ment sta$e'olders against an assumed correct 

standard De2g2 as inter5reted bA e05ertsE4 we e0tend t'e met'odologA to com5are t'e understanding arrived at bA two grou5s 
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understanding that is considered most critical to project success and is therefore application dependent. 

• They must refer to a specific aspect of the development artifact, so that traceability is ensured 

• They must be understandable to and answerable by all involved stakeholder groups. 

Hence, project management needs to establish the relevant dimensions and questions in consultation with all involved 

stakeholder groups, and provide a process to measure mutual understanding over time. The specific questions depend on the 

purpose of the project, the type of development and the purpose of the development artefact. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Traceability from understanding dimension to development artifact 
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Demonstration 
 

 

We demonstrate the application of this method to object-oriented system analysis. The proposed method of measuring mutual 

understanding is a tool for project management in the early stages of IS development, e.g. during analysis and design. It 

allows project managers to assess whether diverse groups of stakeholders agree in their understanding of development 

artifacts. This demonstration is therefore best understood as a single case study that demonstrates the application of a project 

management tool that is based on IS research methods (Gemino, 1999; Gemino & Wand, 2001; 2003; 2005), rather than as 

an experimental study. The results presented here indicate the feasibility of the proposed method and demonstrate how it 

could be applied. Further research on this method is required to evaluate its use in different project contexts, e.g. for different 

stakeholder groups, different development artifacts, etc. 

The example study involved two diverse groups of participants: Computer science students (being surrogates for developers) 

and business students (being surrogates for customers or users). Each participant was given the UML class diagram for a car-

rental domain taken from (Fowler and Kendall, 2000), shown in Figure 6. 

The application to class diagrams is for illustration purposes only. We recognize that the communication between users and 

developers is not necessarily based on class diagrams but may involve user stories, use cases etc. Our method is applicable to 

these kinds of development artifacts as well. Also, the method does not examine whether class diagrams in general are 

understandable by the involved stakeholder groups, but rather whether the content conveyed by a particular class diagram is 

understood in similar ways. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6. Initial class diagram 

 

 

In this case, the UML class diagram’s purpose was to convey understanding about the problem domain. Consequently, the 

problem solving questions were designed to test for understanding of the car-rental domain. The following five questions 

were designed with references to the requirements for such questions stated above, and cover all aspects of the initial 

diagram. 

1. Suppose that a customer arrives for pick-up but no car is available. What could have happened?  

2. Suppose a customer receives two invoices. What could have happened?  

3. Suppose a car which is reserved for a customer is being sold at auction. How could this have happened?  

4. Suppose a customer is not billed for a reservation?  What could have happened?  

5. Suppose that a customer wants to extend his rental period. What could go wrong?  

The problem solving questions were patterned after Gemino’s work (Gemino, 1999, Gemino and Wand, 2001, 2003, 2005). 

Each of the problem solving questions refers to a specific aspect of the original diagram. Note that the diagram contains 

many more than five elements, so that it is not possible to trace from each question to a single diagram element, but only to a 

set of related diagram elements. 
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Subjects in both groups were asked to answer the questions. The average number of correct answers per subject for each 

question for each of the two groups formed the raw scores for further analysis. To compute the differences in understanding, 

the two understanding vector of scores on the five questions were first normalized to unit length, in order to make the 

differences on individual dimensions comparable. The column "Diagram 1" of Table 1 shows the differences between the 

two groups on the first diagram. The qualitative difference in understanding (angle between the two vectors) was 24.2°. The 

quantitative difference in understanding (difference of the vector lengths) was only 0.3. 

 

 

 

Table 1:  Differences in understanding 

 

 Differences 

Question Diagram 1 Diagram 2 Diagram 3 

1 0.11 0.17 0.09 

2 0.26  0.05 0.05 

3 0.11 0.15 0.06 

4 0.04 0.13 0.01 

5 0.01 0.09 0.14 

| !CPSC |  3.1 2.7 2.9 

| !BUSI | 2.8 7.5 4.5 

"qual 24.2° 16.4° 10.8° 

"quan 0.3 4.8 1.6 

 

 

Table 1 shows that initially the primary understanding problem was with the second dimension, regarding the invoices 

(emphasized). Participants show smaller differences on the remaining four understanding dimension. The second 

understanding dimension is assessed by the second problem solving question. This question can be traced to the class 

"Invoice" that is associated with the class "Reservation". Hence, the class diagram was modified (Figure 7) to address the 

issues identified by the problem solving questions. As the length of the understanding vectors of both groups was relatively 

small (3.1, 2.8), more detail was introduced overall to determine whether this would improve quantitative understanding. The 

relevant excerpt of the resulting diagram is shown in Figure 7.  

 

 

 
Figure 7. :xcerpt of intermediate class diagram corresponding to understanding dimensions 2 (problem sol@ing 

question 2) 
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In order to avoid carry-over and learning effects that might obscure the effect of diagram changes, two different groups of 

participants were used to examine this second diagram. While we prevented such effects for demonstration purposes, they are 

not a problem in a real application of this method, as they work towards common understanding. 

The column "Diagram 2" of Table 1 shows the differences between the two groups. While this diagram shows a reduction in 

the divergence on the second dimension, the understanding differences on other dimensions have increased. Especially the 

first understanding dimension, focusing on car scheduling, now shows major differences (emphasized in Table 1). 

Consequently, a further modification was undertaken. As expected, due to the inclusion of additional model detail, the 

amount of understanding, described by the length of the vector, increased significantly for business students, from 2.8 to 7.5, 

but did not for computer science students (3.1 to 2.7). Despite these differences in quantitative understanding, their 

qualitative understanding has converged.  

Figure 8 shows an excerpt of the final modifications of the class diagram. This diagram was examined by a third group each 

of business and computer science students, different again from the second groups. The results are shown in the final column 

of Table 1 and show a divergence of only 10.8°. The data shows only minor differences on each dimension.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 8. Excerpt of final class diagram corresponding to understanding dimension 1 (problem solving question 1) 

 

 

To determine which group's understanding was affected more by the changes, we examine the differences between the three 

understanding tests within the groups (Table 2). The quantitative understanding of the domain by computer scientists of the 

three diagrams remains relatively stable with the lengths of the understanding vectors varying by 0.4 and 0.2 (Table 2) 

between the three diagrams (from 3.1 on Diagram 1 to 2.7 on Diagram 2 to 2.9 on Diagram 3, Table 1). The angle between 

the first and second understanding vector of computer science subjects was 4.4° and that between the second and third 

understanding vector was 9.9° (Table 2). This indicates that also the qualitative understanding for the three diagrams changed 

little for computer science subjects.  
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Table 2. Differences in qualitative understanding (within developer groups) 

 

 Differences between Diagrams 

 Diagram 1 ! Diagram 2 Diagram 2 ! Diagram 3 

"quan(CPSC) 0.4 0.2 

"qual(CPSC) 4.4! 9.9! 

"quan(BUSI) 4.7 3.0 

"qual(BUSI) 27.7! 20.6! 

 

 

On the other hand, for business subjects, the length of the understanding vectors is highly variable (2.8, 7.5, 4.5, Table 1). 

Also, the angles between the first and second understanding was 27.7! and that between the second and third understanding 

vector was 20.6! (Table 2). These large angles show that the qualitative understanding changes considerably between the 

three diagrams. Consequently, the convergence towards mutual understanding is largely due to the changing understanding of 

the domain by business subjects. 

 

 

 

Discussion and Conclusion 
 

 

We have developed a new method to improve common understanding of IS development artifacts over time. The proposed 

method of measuring mutual understanding is a tool for project management in the early stages of IS development, e.g. 

during analysis and design. It allows project managers to assess whether diverse groups of stakeholders agree in their 

understanding of development artifacts and to track and improve mutual understanding over time. The method is intended for 

use in actual project teams, whose size may range from less than five to only a few dozen members in large teams.  

We have demonstrated the application of this method to object-oriented system analysis. Note that this is not an experimental 

study in the sense of a rigorous scientific experiment. Instead, we have shown a single case that demonstrates the application 

of the method. Therefore, the results presented here only indicate the feasibility of the proposed method and demonstrate how 

it could be applied. Further research on this method is required to evaluate it in different project contexts, e.g. for different 

stakeholder groups, different development artifacts, etc.  

The proposed method shows how a technique that was originally developed for IS research (Gemino, 1999; Gemino and 

Wand, 2003; 2005) can be extended and applied in IS development practice. One of the contributions is therefore the 

knowledge transfer from research to practice. However, the extensions presented in this work can also contribute back to the 

field of IS research where the notion of understanding is used, so that a contribution to research is also made. 

The example case has shown that the technique is applicable and can yield considerable insight into the understanding of 

development artifacts. To project management, it becomes obvious whether agreement among stakeholders exists, what 

hinders any agreement, and what parts of the artifact need modification to increase the agreement in understanding. 

We have shown the process of applying this method in a single domain using three iterations of a specific development 

artifact. Further research is necessary to extend this over the lifetime of an entire project and across multiple development 

artifacts. For example, a typical project might involve multiple UML diagrams, involve multiple prototypes, or user stories, 

etc. Realistic projects are also likely to involve more than three iterations of an artifact. 

Finally, while we have shown the feasibility of this approach, future research will examine the impact on project success. The 

impact should be quantifiable in terms of development duration, reduction of re-work, or similar measures. 
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